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Abstract

This article describes an application of Natural Lan-
gnage Processing (NLP) techniques to enable fast
browsing of on-line documents by automatically gen-
erating Hypertext s~lmmaries of one or more docu-
ments. Unlike previous w~k on summarization, the
system described here, HyperGen, does not produce
plain-text snmmaries and does not throw away parts
of the document that weren’t included in the sum-
mary. HyperGen is based on the view that snmmari-
zation is essentially the task of synthesizing
Hypertext structure in a document so that parts of the
document "important" to the user are accessible up
front while other parts are hidden in multiple layers of
increasing detail. In fact, HyperGen generates short
descriptions of the contents and rhetorical purposes of
the hidden parts to label the Hypertext links between
the s~lmmary and the different layers of detail that it
generates. A prototype HyperGen system has been
implemented to illustrate the techniques and demon-
strate its usefulness in browsing World Wide Web
documents.

I. Summarization as Hypertext Gen-
eration

There is no correct algorithm for snmmarization. What
belongs in a snmmary extracted from a document is
determined by the ne~s. likes, and stylistic preferences
of users and the tasks they are performing using the sum-
mary. Why then should a snmmarizatiou system decide
what to include in a snmmary and what to throw away7
On the other hand. not throwing away any part of the doc-
ument defeats the very purpose of snmmarization,
namely, fast browsing of documents. It seems that in gen-
eral the best way to snmmarize a document is to assign to
each piece of the document a level of interestingness (or

importance). The most interesting pieces should be most
easily accessible to the user and can be considered to
constitute the snmmary of the document. Less interesting
(~ more detailed) pieces should still be accessible but
hidden behind more interesting ones in multiple layers of
detail. In this view of summarization, each layer can be
considered a snmmary of the more detailed layer imme-
diately behind it.

Linking the different pieces and layers together in a
Hypertext structure enables the user to navigate to the
different parts of the document as desired. Labeling such
Hypertext links with a short phrase or two indicates to the
user what lies behind a link. In HyperGen, a prototype
system that generates Hypertext surnrnaries of ~nslish
and Spanish texts, these labels are in fact very short sum-
maries of the pieces of text that lie behind them. Each
label snmmarizes the content and/or the perceived rhetor-
ical purpose (e.g., illustration, historical background.
comparison, explanation, etc.) of one 0¢ more pieces of
text. Users can "open" a hidden piece and "zoom into"
any part of the document if its label suggests matter of
interest to them.

Hypertext links in a HyperGen snmmary need not be lim-
ited to other parts of the same document. Such links can
in fact function as cross-links to related parts of other

documents, even those in other languages. Such cross-
links are generated by HH0erGen using keywords that it
recoglfizes while snmmarizing the documents involved.

HyperGen has been developed under the belief that a
summarization system that (i) runs much faster than read-
ing the full document, (ii) is robust, (iii) portable, 
richly customizable, and (v) provides excellent aids for
the user to navigate through the difference parts of a doc-
ument, will be useful in practice even if the summaries
are less than ideal. HyperGen is intended for document
browsing scenarios over any large collection of docu-
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ments, such as an on-line library or the World Wide Web,
whether the documents themselves are in plain or Hyper-
text. Current Web browsers and search engines merely
follow predefined Hypertext links and retrieve entire doc-
uments by searching for keywords in pre-c(ymputed index
databases. HyperGen goes beyond this technology and
dynamically constructs Hypertext presentations of docu-
ments at mtdtiple levels of detail, from brief snmmoxies
to entire documents. This view of summarization as a
means for document visualization through a mere manip-
ularion of Hypertext finks between different parts of doc-
uments promises to deliver the full potential of Hypertext
document collections such as the WWW to the large
community of Internet users.

2. Example
Figure 1 shows a Hypertext summary extracted by
HyperGen. The Web browser screen on the left shows the
main sllmmary along with automatically generated key-
words in the document and several labels in between
paragraphs that have Hypertext links to parts of the docu-
ment not included in the summary. The paragraphs
should in fact be considered as "callouts" ("highlights" or
"pullquotes") extracted from the document. The labels,
Hypertext links, and the separate files for the hidden parts
are all automatically generated by HyperGen. The part of
the document hidden behind the first label ’The Dealer
Network Option" is shown on the right half of Figure 1. It
can be seen that this label is in fact a section heading in
the document. Other labels, such as "Rank Xerox’s
experfise...the chaos..." are automaticaUy extracted from
one of t he"most interesting" sentences in the hidden part.

Some of the labels are in fact links to large chunks of the
document which often contain several subsections. These
chunks are in fact summarized again by HyperGen to cre-
ate multiple layers of intermediate detail. HyperGen is
currently being extended to produce labels describing the
rhetorical purpose of a piece of text. For example, rhetor-
ical categories are identified and presented using phrases
such as "comments" "analysis" and "example" Option-
ally, any multimedia elements in the document will also
be retained by HyperGen in the appropriate parts of the
Hypertext snmmJtry.

3. Generating Hypertext Summaries
The core snmmarizarion problem is taking a single text
and producing a shorter text in the same language that
contains all the main points in the input text. Figure 2

shows the basic architecture of the HyperGen snmmari-
zarion engine.

HyperGen has adopted a robust, graded approach to
building the core engine by incorporating statistical, syn-
tactic, and document-structure analyses among other
techniques. This approach is less expensive and more
robust than a snmm~izaflon technique based entirely on
a single method. HyperC~n is designed in such a way that
as additional resources, such as lexical and other lmowl-
edge bases or text processing and machine translation
engines, become available, they can be incorporated into
HyperGen’s architecture to incrementally enhance its
capabilities and improve the quality of summaries. For
example, there is no morphological analyzer (or stem-
mer) in the current implementation of HypexGea. If avail-
able, it can be added easily as shown in Figure 2.

Some of the main modules in HyperGen are (i) document
structure analysis, (ii) sentence selection, (iii) sentence
simplification, (iv) summary construction, and (v) 
customization.

3.1. Document Structure Analysis

Document structure analysis is important for extracting
the topic of a text (Paice and Jones, 1993; Salton and Sin-
ghal, 1994; Salton, et al, 1995). In such an enalysis, for
example, rifles and sub-rifles would be given a more
impcctant weight than the body of the text. Similarly, the
introduction and conclusion for the text itself and for
each section are more important than other paragraphs,
and the first and last sentence in each paragraph are more
important than others. The applicability of these depends,
of course, on the style adopted in a particular domain,
and on the language: the stylistic structure and the pre-
sentation of arguments vary significantly across genres
and languages. Structure analysis must be tailored to a
particular type of text in a particular language. Document
structure analysis in HyperGen involves the following
subtasks:

¯ Document Structure Parsing: HyperGen assumes
that documents have I-/FML markers for headers, sec-
flon headings, and paragraph breaks. It separates the
rifle, sections and subsection headings, and other data
and graphics from paragraphs of text.

¯ Sentence Segmentation: HyperGen breaks each
paragraph into sentences by looking for sentence
boundaries. It uses a stop list to deal with special
cases such as certain uses of ’.’ in abbreviations.
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0069: A joint venture between the Xerox Corporation ....

Dat4,: December 27, I~, Thtrsda¥, Late E~on - F~]
Soerco: CopydBht (c) 199U The New York ’r’~tcs Company

~ Ke~words in Document: state owned Rank Xerox Europe Eastern

........................................................................

The Dealer Network Option

AJoint venture between the Xerox Corporation and the Rank Or~udzation of
Britain, Rank Xerox sells Xerox photocopiers outside the Americas and has
been Involved in Eastern Europe dnce 1.964.

Rank X~ox’s _ex~rdse...the chaos...now

In theyenr ended Oct. Rank Xerox sold about $50 mlIllon In equipment to
Eastern Europe and about $50 n’dlllon to the Soviet Union.

C~echoslovalda....whege ...there...a mere

Rmtk Xerox estimates that it has about 70 percent of the market in the Soviet
Union and about one-third in Eastern Europe, where its share ranges from 10
percent In Hupry to about 50 percent In Romanhc

Plant in Soviet Union

With big stato-owned compenles being broken up throughout Eastern Europe
and with small budnesses expected to multiply rapidly, Rank Xerox -- Hke
other Western companies -- Is also trying to create a network of dealers and
re’vice or~mdmtlons to sex, re the newly decentralized mmket.

"With the secret police some," Mr. Ldmgruber said, "contact xvith Western
compiles is no longer on the no-no list.°’

Hidden Subpart 1

Beck to the ~v.,~,nor~
...............................................................................

Nobody has to ten S e..p’p Leh~gt’~ber how dl~.cul’( It Is to do business ~t aimed thai
is In b er,vce.n Cortm~u~ts~n mxd capit~sm. H ~ has two choices for se~l~$ Xerox
pEotocopi~s in Czechoslovakia, and as far as hcis c~c~x~l, both arc rott=n.
The t~st Ls to cont~c dohxgl~sines$ wlOx the two c~ing stat~-ovmcd
comp~cs that had held the m~nopoly for ~trtbuttn$ offlc~ cqulpmcnt tractor the
C~orm’mmists.

Oivea how bureaucratic tutti Inefficient the), have always been, Mr. Lehngruber,
the m’~ dir~q or of Htmsary and ~z~chos]ovakia for ]),ank Xerox Ltd., would not
m~t~ar~ mom~a th~ ~r~e.

The Dealer Network Option

The second choice-- the onehe would prefer -- Is to create a network o!
Ind~eadent d~v]e~.

The prob]cm, E~ s okl, is that the only p topic with the necks s ~ c~pite~ er~ tho s c
who were corrupt Cormntmist ot~als or thos~ involved in money-changh~g or
e~e~b]ack-~ act~vitles. "Nobody~t thefts crooks have~emoney7 Mr.
Le~’q~ruber said, "~d the question L~ whether you as a re~ectab]e company
want to do business with the cr~ oks."

Figure 1. A Hypertext summary generated by HyperGen is shown on the left. On the right is one of the parts of the
document hidden under the label "The Dealer Network Option" The document is 200 lines long.
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Stop List

~ ord Frequency and’~
eyword Analysis ~]

KMorphologicai Analysis /

SntncR
(Sentence Seleclion~

/

Figure 2. Architecture of HyperGen showing the basic steps in extracting the Hypertext summary of a document.
Note that only selected sentences are parsed.

Text Structure Heuristics: HyperGen uses heuristic
rules based on document structure to rank the sen-
tences in a document (see below). For example, dif-
ferent scores are assigned to first sentences of
paragraphs, to single-sentence paragraphs, and so on.

3.2. Sentence Selection

In order to allow a multitude of techniques to contribute
to sentence selection, HyperGen uses a flexible method
of scoring the sentences in a document by each of the
techniques and then ranking them by combining the dif-
ferent scores. Text-structure based heuristics provide one
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way to rank and select sentences in a document. Addi-
tional methods included in Hype~ are described
below.

3.2.1. Word Frequency Analysis

The basic technique is to sort the words in the docmnent
by frequency of occurren~ within the document and
select a few of the most frequent content words (i.e.,
words other than articles, prepositions, conjunctions and
other closed-class words). Sentences containing those
words get a score increment. Supporting processes
needed for word frequency analysis include:

¯ Morphological Analysis (Optional): Statistical anal-
ysis works move reliably on a text which has been
morphologically processed to recognize the same
word with different inflections. The current imple-
mentation of HyperGen uses simple string matching
for counting and ccanparing words.

3.2.2. Corpus Statistics

Word frequency analysis can be enhanced by counting
word fiequencies across an entire corpus instead of just
within a document. Words that have significantly higher
frequencies within the document relative to the whole
corpus are likely to indicate significant parts of the docu-
ment. Such techniques will be integrated into future
enhancements of HyperGen.

3.2.3. Keyword and Keyword Pattern Analysis

Preset or user-specified keywords from either the domain
or to focus on particular style can be used to introduce
elements of targeted snmmarizaticn. Keyword-based
ranking and selection has already been implemented in
HyperGen. This will be further developed in the future to
accept more expressive keyword patterns. The new capa-
bility will enable other query-based IE_/[R modules to be
integrated with HyperGen.

Open-class words in document titles and section head-
ings are also treated as keywords. Sentences in each sec-
tion containing such keywords are given score increments
to boost their chances c~ being selected for inclusion in
the summary.

Finally, sentences in the document are ranked based on
the scores returned by all of the above techniques. High-
est ranking sentences are selected to constitute a sum-
mary of a given length (which is either a default or set by
the user).

3.3. Sentence Simplification

Sentences selected for inclusion in the s-mmary are often
lengthy and can be simplified to further shorten the sum-
mary. HypexGen has implemented a novel "phrase drop-
ping" (or parse-tree pluming) algorithm based on phrase-
structure heuristics for F.n~lish and Spanish. For exam-
pie, it drops embedded clauses and right-branchin~ prep-
osiricoal adjuncts. Figure 3 shows an example of
sentence simplification.

This method requires a robust, shallow parser, at least a
partial one that identifies phrase boundaries, with good
coverage. The simplification module is currently being
integrated with the sentence selection module so as not
do drop parts that were deemed important by the selec-
tion scores. The snmmary shown in Figure 1 was pro-
duced without sentence simplification

Shallow Syntactic Parsing. A shallow syntactic
analysis helps not only sentence simplification but also
the recognition of important sentences and extraction of
semantically relevant parts of these sentences. For exam-
ple, labels for Hypertext links are generated by extracting
several noun phrases from the highest ranking sentence in
the hidden part attached to the link. Syntactic analysis is
also used in HyperGen to recognize the rhetorical pur-
poses of texts. A very simple parser has been imple-
mented for English using only a closed-class English
lexicon. This lexicon merely specifies the part of speech
of closed-class words and a few stop words. The parser
can correctly tag many noun, verb, and prepositional
phrases in texts. HyperC~n is very fast in spite of using a
parser, since the parser runs only on selected sentences.
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On Thursday, A group of bankers will assemble in Hong Kong to sign a @400 million
12-year loan agreement to help fund local tycoon Gordon Wu’s dream of building a
120-kilometre, six-lane "super highway" from the colony to Guangdong, capital of the
neighbouring Chinese province of Guangzhou, formerly Canton.

Figure 3. Sentence simplification example showing the retained parts in boldface and the dropped parts in a smaller
font.

3.4. Summary Construction

Using the simplified parts of selected sentences, a sum-
mary is constrncted by extracting the corresponding parts
of the source document. A number of issues such as capi-
talization and other punctuation must be addressed to
render the 5nlmrnary and make it readable, especially
when sentences have been simplified by dropping some
of their parts. In addition, the document title (if any) and
information about the source and date of the document
are presented at the be~nnlng of a snmmary. Several key-
words (frequent words or user specified keywords) are
also presented at the top of the snmms1T. F, uttLre versions
of HyperGen will highlight occurrences of the keywords
in the body of the snrnmalT or the hidden parts and pro-
vide cross-links to other documents containing the same
keywords.

3A.1. Hypertext Generation
Each contiguous piece of unselected text is written into a
separate HTML file with Hypertext links to the appropri-
ate point in the $11mmary (or the next layer in front of it,
in general). Labels are generated for these links as fol-
lows: if there is a section heading for the hidden part, use
it as the label; otherwise, select the highest scoring sen-
tence(s) in the hidden part, parse them, simplify them 
dropping phrases and if they are longer than a preset
maximum length, pick any keywords or other noun
phrases in them to construct a label of length less than the
maximum length. These labels are in a sense snmmaries
of the hidden parts and are intended to indicate the main
topic (or theme) of the hidden part of the document.

If a hidden part is longer than a (user cnstomizable)
threshold or has multiple sections, then the part is sum-
marized again by Hypergen to create an intermediate
layer of snmmary with hidden subparts behind it. Thus
the document is ultimately broken into individual para-
graphs where the contents of each unit is s.mmarized by

a label that links it to other pieces and subpieces of the
document in the Hypertext snmrnalT.

Current work on HyperGen is developing algorithms for
identifying the rhetorical purpose of a paragraph by
matching its sentences against a glossary of syntactic pat-
terns that act as keys for the rhetorical purposes. The
glossary contains syntactic patterns for phrases such as
"consider x" "illustrated by x"

Apart from Hypertext links between a snmmary and dif-
ferent parts of a document, future versions of HyperGen
will generate additional navigational aids by matching
keywords and key topic areas across documents in a col-
lection. Results will be presented in the Hypenext sum-
mary by proviclin~ an overall set of links to related
documents as well as links to related documents based on
each keyword. Some such cross-links may in fact be
between documents in different languages (if the key-
words can be translated by a machine translation mod-
ule).

3.5. User Customization

Users can customize Hypergen in the following ways:
¯ setting the length of the snmmary: relative to the

length of the document or in absolute terms (number
of characters or sentences)

¯ specifying keywords to use: e.g., "joint venture"
¯ specifying the number of frequent or title words to

find
¯ controlling sentence ranking heuristics: by adjusting

the levels of preference for frequent words, key-
words, title words, first sentence in a paragraph, etc.

¯ extending the stop list: by specifying words to be
ignored

In essence, all aspects of HyperGen’s summarization
behavior can be controlled and customized by a user
through a friendly graphical interface. Future versions of
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HypevOen will allow users to customize rhetorical pur-
pose identification by adding new phrase patterns to lock
for or by telling HyperGen to focus en particular rhetori-
cal types.

4. HyperGen: The System
HyperGen has been implemented entirely in Java and can
be used in conjunction with a Web browser. It is fast,
robust, modular, portable, essentially multilingual, and
simple (e.g., does not require complete lexicons, full
parsers, etc.). It has been tested on several English and
Spanish news articles. No usability study has been con-
ducted so far to determine if HyperGen s1)mmarleS are in
fact useful for Web browsing or other document filtering
applications. A new version of HyperGen with rhetoricad-
purpose labels will be developed and demonstrated dur-
ing the symposium. Results from testing HyperC~n on
larger collections of documents and preliminary usability
studies will be reported during the symposium if possi-
ble.

5. Related Work
Previous work in summarization (also called automatic
abstracting) has addressed primarily the simpler problem
of producing a plain-text snmmary of a single document
in the same language (Cohen, 1995; Lnhn, 1958; Palce,
1990; Pinto Molina, 1995; Preston and Williams, 1994;
Salton et al., 1994). Document retrieval and classification
efforts, on the other hand, have produced a multitude of
techniques for selecting a subset of an entire collection of
documents. However, they simply present the retrieved
documents in their entirety, providing little support for
quickly digesting the contents of an individual document.
Information extraction (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996) sys-
tems have assumed that what is of interest to users is
known a priori in the form of templates. Most work in
natural language generation has focused on generating
s~mrnaries of data, not texts (Kalita. 1989; Kukich, et al,
1994; McKeown. et al, 1995; Robin. 1994). Work in
machine translation has assumed for the most part that
source texts must be translated in their entirety. A key
drawback of the above research is that they assumed that
a document must be either processed (e.g., translated,
retrieved, etc.) in its entirety or that it must be summa-
rized while throwing away the unselected parts. By bring-
ing some of these areas together, HyperGen has
attempted to exploit NLP techniques to improve the util-
ity of Web browsers. Since there is no algorithm for sum-
marization that guarantees a summary that always meets
the needs of a task (i.e., never misses on a piece of infor-

marion that is of interest to the user or is relevant to the
task on hand), it is critical for such a system to indicate to
the user the contents of the unselected parts of a docu-
ment. HyperG-en provides this new functionality.

6. Future Work: Further Uses of NLP
This section briefly outlines additional applications of
NLP techniques to improve the quality of HyperGen’s
summaries. The core s-mmarization method outlined
above has the advantage of simplicity, does not require a
language generator, and delivers grammatical and fairly
readable s~)mmaries even in untargeted summarization
situations. However, it suffers from several problems
which lead to important research issues:

¯ Pronouns, reference, anaphora, etc.: When the
selected sentences contain pronouns or other refer-
ences, anaphora, or ellipsis, the required context may
be missing in the snmrnary, thereby hurting its read-
ability and ease of understanding. HyperGen needs
simple reference resolution techniques to overcome
the problems and heuristics for avoiding such prob-
lems by not selecting sentences that are beyond the
capabilities of the resolution techniques.

¯ Poor flow in summary: Since the stlrnmary is put
together by conjoining different pieces of the source
text, it is not likely to have a good flow. However, this
may not be a critical problem for HyperGen since it
does not produce a plain-text snmmary. HyperCw.n
s~mmaries are inherently Hypertexts and are inter-
spersed with hyperlinks to other pieces of documents.

Further applications of NLP techniques may yield bene-
fits in several areas:

Ontology-based content classification: Future versions
of HyperGen will attempt to classify the topic (or
"theme") of a piece of text using a broad coverage ontol-
ogy, such as the Mikrokosmos Ontology (Carlson and
Nirenburg, 1990;, Mahesh and Nirenburg, 1995; Mahesh,
1996). Words in a text will be mapped to ontological con-
cepts using a semi-automatically acquired mapping from
WordNet entries to concepts in the Mikrokosmos Ontol-
ogy. An appropriate clustering algorithm will be used to
select the main concept from among the concepts to
which words in a piece of text are mapped. Such a
method is expected to yield better labels that snmmarize

hidden parts than current ones often generated by simpli-
fying a sentence in the hidden text.
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Translation issues: A glossary-based (or other fast and
simple) translation engine can be used to translate neces-
sary parts of documents in other languages to F~nglish.
The entire document should be translated only if
demanded by the user. Different methods for interleaving
,~lmmarization and translation operations can be explored
to minimize translation efforts. For example, the source
text may be summarized in the source language and the
salmmary translated to English. Unselected parts may
sometimes need to be translated to English bef~e labels
can be generated to identify and describe their topic areas
and rhetorical purposes.

Self-evaluation: Every decision made by HyperGen is
based on scores assigned according to a variety of user-
cnstomizable parameters. Self-evaluation can be added to
this design by attaching simple evaluation procedures to
each of the parameters so that a measure of the system’s
confidence is determined whenever a decision is made
and a score is assigned along some parameter. A simple
algorithm can be developed for combining individual
measures of confidence so that an overall measure can be
presented to the user. Such confidence measures can be
integrated into the labels and summaries by generating
English phrases such as "certainly about" "appears to
be" or "not sure about" to express HyperGen’s evalua-
tion of its own s, mmarization decisions.

7. Conclusions
There is an overload of on-line documents on the users of
the Intemet. Current search engines and browsers are
limited in their capabilities to ease this overload and to
help users quickly lind and digest the information they
need from the large collection of arbitrarily irrelevant
documents available to them. The HyperGen system
described in this article attempts to remedy this situation
by applying NLP techniques to enhance the capabilities
of a Web browser. HyperGen automatically constructs
Hypertext summaries of documents so that users can see
interesting subparts of documents in a summary up front
and, at the same time, see labels summarizing the parts
that are hidden behind the main summary in layers of
increasing detail. The author firmly believes that these
~mmaries are more meaningful and useful than the first
few lines of documents typically displayed in the results
from a state-of-the-art Net search engine and that these
capabilities cannot be achieved without the use of NLP
techniques.
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